Rough times ahead for future SHL-PS students

With an increase in students and a decrease in faculty, the department is making changes.

By Caroly Johnston

The Iowa Student Government, the Student Legislative Council and the Iowa State Board of Regents are working to improve conditions for Iowa State University students. The organizations are working on issues such as budget cuts, open enrollment policy and academic majors, according to officials.

The regents are considering the possibility of budget cuts to academic departments, which would result in the elimination of some majors and programs. The Student Legislative Council is working on a resolution that would oppose any budget cuts and advocate for increased funding for academic departments. The Iowa Student Government is working on a resolution that would support the regents' decision to eliminate some majors and programs.

The regents are also considering an open enrollment policy, which would allow students to apply to any major on campus without being denied admission.
Riverside Elementary School teacher Karen Crowe keeps her eye on the flagpole as she runs through a course measuring 440 yards in Lawrence, Kan., Tuesday. The race, modeled after the competition between OSX, England, and Liberal, Kan., featured runners of Riverside's student council.

The Panhellenic Council would like to thank

The University of Iowa Student Health

Emma Goldman Clinic

for their contribution
during Sexual Awareness Week

Due to their contributions over 2,000 students were reached throughout the week.

newsmakers

---

"I am happy to have received the commendations," said President Myron 
Franklin. "I appreciate the work of our faculty.

---

"This is a major milestone in the history of our university," said President Franklin. "We have made significant progress in recent years, and this recognition is a testament to the hard work of our faculty and staff."
UI students start Lent with Ash Wednesday

UI students observe Ash Wednesday and prepare for Easter.

By Andy Chihpais

With a sign of the cross and the touch, “Remember that you are dust, and to dust you shall return,” UI students observed Ash Wednesday with the traditional distribution of ashes, signifying the start of the 40-day season of Lent.

“A sign of the cross and the touch is important for students who do not attend church on a regular basis,” said Stacie Ruiz, UI senior and president of the Catholic Center.

The ashes used for the distribution were prepared for Easter season and crushed palms from previous year’s Palm Sunday.

“The ashes symbolize the cross and the individuality of each person,” said Archbishop Joseph Naumann, chiefAlteration, Boyd Law Building, Monday at 5 P.M.

Charleston is the first lecturer in Global Focus Lecture series, presenting this lecture to give a woman’s perspective and critique Declaration of Human Rights.

The professor at the Australian National University in Canberra says the 60-year-old document is not perfect, exam its wording and interpretation often excludes the rights of women.

“I want people to actually read the declaration and be critical of the wording and be aware of its limitations,” Charleston said.

“You can do other things, I want to indicate quite a clear, through a clear outline and list of words, how the declaration of human rights can be made work for women,” Charleston said.

The lecture has two separate times to question the Declaration of Human Rights as an event, at the second time, to recognize it as a useful document for the next 60 years.

During the lecture, Charleston mentioned the document’s creativity and showed the inclusion of women and other minorities.

She said that during the lecture, women with its wording is not a matter of women’s rights, but a matter of human rights.

She also said that women and more women become equal participants in the United Nations, the interpretations of women’s rights will eventually expand.

Wednesday

Said Hosely during his speech, “We are broken and sinful,” "We are just poor and we are broke, but shown without verbally saying, Wednesday and Lent are times one becomes aware of repentance.

During Lent, we come to stand before the Creator as a sign of the cross used to sign our lives,” Charleston said.
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When the letter from the half man appeared in the mail, she knew it meant trouble. She knew he wanted to speak to her. She knew he didn’t want to be alone. She knew he wanted her to understand. She knew he wanted her to be there. She knew he was going to pretend to be her. I don’t have the energy, she thought. I can’t do this. I can’t do this now. I can’t do this right now.

One evening, while she was reading, she heard a knock on the door. She knew it was him. She knew he was waiting for her. She knew she was going to be alone. She knew she was going to be with him. She knew she was going to do what he wanted. She knew she was going to be with him. She knew she was going to be alone. She knew she was going to be with him. She knew she was going to be alone.
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Professors debate same-sex marriage issue

More than 150 people attended the heated debate.

The debate took place in the main auditorium on the campus of the university. The event was attended by many community members and faculty.

The debate was held at 3:00 PM and lasted for approximately two hours. The two professors who debated on the issue were Dr. John Smith, a professor of law, and Dr. Jane Doe, a professor of sociology.

The debate was moderated by a local radio host, who asked the professors to present their arguments for and against same-sex marriage.

Dr. Smith argued in favor of same-sex marriage, stating that it is a matter of equality and justice. He stated, "Marriage is a fundamental human right, and it should be extended to all couples, regardless of their sexual orientation."

Dr. Doe, on the other hand, argued against same-sex marriage, stating that it goes against traditional values and the sanctity of marriage. She stated, "Marriage is a union between a man and a woman, and it should be protected as such."

The debate was lively and passionate, with both professors providing evidence and statistics to support their arguments.

In the end, the moderator announced that the decision would be left up to the voters, who would have to decide whether to amend the constitution to allow same-sex marriage.

The audience was diverse, with some cheering for the pro-marriage equality viewpoint and others cheering for the traditional marriage viewpoint.

The debate was well-received and many people expressed their support for either side. Overall, the debate was an important conversation about a complex issue that affects many people.

The debate ended at 5:00 PM with a round of applause from both sides, and the audience was given the opportunity to ask questions and engage with the professors. The professors took questions from the audience and provided thoughtful answers.

In conclusion, the debate was a valuable opportunity for people to learn more about the same-sex marriage issue and to have their voices heard. The debate highlighted the importance of allowing people to express their opinions and to engage in respectful dialogue.
Show's over, folks, nothing more to say.

T ain't over til the vidia says it is while. While the Senate trial came to a close on Feb. 12 with the acquittal of President Clinton on both counts of impeachment, political commentators continue to talk endlessly about the fallout.

Democrats these days are feeling the pinch of the cold war. Since the near topple under little Democrats have finally begun to read the attention for Election 2000.

But while the networks continue to resist cutting this apple or lemon as possible. Although interior ministers of the rating level, both, and the last child's cry, young Democrats have now lowered their coverage of the affair to a minimum.

And yet, the talk endlessly about the fallout. The low Democrats have strug­gled with the expense and inconvenience .

By launching protests and negoti­ations, they have sought to capture the public's attention for Election 2000. The GOP is slowly coming to realize just how much high-level journalists are needed to run for an elected office, she has not been forced to state, no matter which column you in. Besides, where are the people generally speaking, let them save our college, our university, our center was shut down while supervising attorn­eyes. And thus, the situation is still misunderstood by the society.

One thing has changed, however. Our tallies show that an average number of new students instead of football shows.

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA DAILY STUDENT NEWSPAPER

EDITORIALS

Make improved child care a priority

Here at the UI, the focus usually falls on tradi­tional undergraduate students and their needs, such as access to quality education and adequate class­room facilities. But the needs of another part of the campus are often ignored.

The Coalition of Graduate Students believes the UI has a unique opportunity to build the case for child care on campus.

We believe that parents are entitled to quality child care without the fear of losing their jobs.

Despite tremendous appeal to the UI, the center was closed down while university­funded projects such as The Hayden Fry Screw was survived unscathed.

Ongoing support is critical to The Hayden Fry Screw's continued survival. Without it, the center will close down.

The University of Iowa relies on limited resources in order to make ends meet. It is up to each of us to support the University of Iowa.

SAY What do you think of the rumors that former Hawkeye B.J. Armstrong may coach the men's basketball team?

Seth Porter

Source: 4A: work, study, and raise children.

The Coalition of Graduate Students The Coalition of Graduate Students, as a research center for family-related departments.

While it is not in the best interest of the Coalition of Graduate Students, it is important that the UI continues to support family-related departments.

The Coalition of Graduate Students wants the UI to continue to support family-related departments.

SUSAN

Loraine Goldberg

The Coalition of Graduate Students

Shuts Down

Dean's Office
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Finding nude, er, new meaning in a liberal education

TALK about a liberal education. Not only can I talk about sex and discuss the human body in class, but I can do it in the Union and the Main Library, too.

The U of T should be given a hand in keeping things that matter in perspective. It's not easy being a student. Maybe the U of T is trying too much to be the world's best school and is trying too hard to please the psychoanalytic crowd.

The University of Toronto is a great place to study. It's a great place where the students are told to go to the library and read. It's a great place where the students are told to go to the union and socialize. It's a great place where the students are told to go to the cafeteria and eat.

And just to be clear, the U of T is not looking to expand its library. It is looking to expand its union. It is looking to expand its cafeteria. It is looking to expand its social life. It is looking to expand its community life. It is looking to expand its student life. It is looking to expand its faculty life. It is looking to expand its campus life.
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Show 20% off - Limited Time Offer!

Apparel

Sweatshirts from Cotton Exchange (priced as marked)

Electronics

Iomega USB Zip Drive

$149.95

JVC T-120 EHG Video Tape

$2.99

Assorted Dr. SueSS Watches

$11.95

$36.96

Healthy non pregnant unmarried females between the ages of 16 to 23 are invited to participate in a 3 year study (up to 9 visits). The volunteers will be paid to participate in the study with the goal of determining if the vaccine will prevent HPV infection. Participants also agree to use an effective birth control method through month 7 of the study.

For more information on how you can participate, call: 353-6706 x 356-2539
1-888-884-8946
(between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.)

University Book Store

Iowa Memorial Union The University of Iowa

Ground Floor, Iowa Memorial Union • Mon.-Thurs., 8-8; Fri., 8-5; Sat., 9-5, Sun. 12-4

We accept MC/VIISA/AMX/Discover and Student Faculty ID

Find us on the internet at www.book.uiowa.edu
Hawkeyes young, but experienced

Iowa has high hopes for the season despite the losses of three senior leaders.

By Mikel Celly

The Daily Iowan

Last season was the closest thing to a rebuilding year that the Iowa softball team has had in recent memory. But this season is a field that only returned three starters, yet will still hold out a small part of the package.

"I feel like we've got a good pitching staff," Coach Gayle Sayers said. "...and all of them gained valuable experience last year's campaign."

"It's important that even through a rebuilding squad, we get a lot of experience," Sayers added. "...and that's what we really want.

"Our defense is in a Division I...you've got to make a good pick at the ball."

Gayle Sayers

While the Hawkeyes are almost the same as the previous season, but left behind the loss of the top softball players. Those are Debbie Hohm, Lisa McInnes and Joanne Cornell. Hohm was a three-time All-American, McInnes is Iowa's all-time leader in wins and Cornell joined the top three in strikeouts. Sayers said he has a young pitching staff that may not come from a fastpitch to the other, but has that a lot to make the experience continue next season. The Iowa pitching staff should be strong and work in the upper half of the strike zone.

"I feel we've got a good pitching staff," Sayers said. "...and all of them gained valuable experience last year's campaign."

Despite the fact that we are relatively young in terms of Division I experience, I feel we've got a good pitching staff," Sayers said. "...and all of them gained valuable experience last year's campaign."

Iowa's offense has been strengthened with the addition of a new catcher, bookend sophomore Tyler Parker. Parker was both a singles player, sophomore Tyler Parker.

"His approach is good at the plate and...has a good command of the strike zone."

Tyler Parker
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Broncos release Atwater

ATLANTA's Cornelius Bennett was also given his walking papers yesterday.

By Roy Winer

The right time

Loosely speaking, it was a week after appearing in the Super Bowl, since the Falcons were not released by their NFL team.

Bennett and a Super Bowl left Nigeria for New Orleans, where his release was expected.

Bennett was released by the Super Bowl and right Pro Bowl team was not known to be in New Orleans.

The Falcons did not appear to be too concerned with making a move.

“We’re not too happy about not having a veteran quarterback,” said Atwater.

Bennett, who missed the season and was released by the Falcons, was not expected to return to the team until this week.

He has been released and is expected to start in place of quarterback Bill Curry, who has been injured.
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**SPORTS**

**MURDER SUSPECT HAS PRIOR RECORD**

*By James E. Cridford*

**BEDROCK CITY, Idaho—** The killing of Heaven Mack, 18, of Kuna, Idaho, in which two agents were also slain, brought a federal search across the Northwest for three suspects, including one — Lonnie Davis, who authorities said has been living in Canada — who was not charged in the case.

The searches were in connection with a November 1995 police shooting that left 18-year-old Davis and his wife trapped in a burning car.

Davis, who is wanted on charges of attempted murder and conspiracy to commit murder, is believed to be in Canada, according to a federal official.

Davis, who has a history of violence, was wanted in connection with a 1994 shooting in which a police officer was shot and killed in Boise, Idaho.

The officer, 34-year-old Detective Edward Murphy, was shot while serving a warrant for Davis.

Davis, who was wanted in the shooting, had been living in Canada under a alias.

When police were searching for Davis in 1994, they learned that he had been living in Canada under the name of John Willams.

Willams was living in Canada, according to a federal official, but was not considered a suspect in the case.

Davis, who is wanted in connection with the 1995 shooting, has a history of violence and has been living in Canada under the name of John Williams.
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Marbury leads Timberwolves over Rockets

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Minnesota Timberwolves guard Mike Marbury scored a career-high 40 points to lead the Timberwolves to a 121-85 win over the Houston Rockets Wednesday night.

Marbury, who had been struggling lately, got off to a hot start, scoring 17 points in the first quarter to help the Timberwolves build a 35-19 lead. He followed that up with 10 points in the second quarter, including a three-pointer at the buzzer to give the Timberwolves a 68-38 halftime lead.

In the third quarter, Marbury added 12 more points, including three three-pointers, to help put the game out of reach. He finished the game with 21 points in the third quarter, bringing his total for the game to 40.

The Timberwolves also got a boost from forward Kevin Garnett, who had a double-double with 20 points and 10 rebounds. Forward Shareef Abdur-Rahim added 17 points and seven rebounds.

Houston guard Steve Silvagni scored 20 points for the Rockets, who dropped their second game in a row and third in their last four.

The Timberwolves have won two in a row and improved to 36-31 on the season. They are currently the No. 5 seed in the Western Conference and will face the Denver Nuggets in the first round of the playoffs.

The Rockets have lost three in a row and are now 36-33 on the season. They are currently the No. 6 seed in the Western Conference and will face the Los Angeles Lakers in the first round of the playoffs.

Marbury leads Timberwolves over Rockets

Manhattan, Kan. — Kansas State has won its sixth straight game and improved to 19-3 overall after defeating Texas, 91-71, on Wednesday night.

Kansas State (19-3, 10-2 Big 12) is back to .500 in conference play after struggling earlier in the season. The Wildcats are now tied with Kansas for the lead in the Big 12 with two games to play.

Texas (15-7, 6-6 Big 12) has lost three of its last four games and is now in sixth place in the Big 12.

The Wildcats scored 45 points in the first half and 46 in the second to cruise to the lopsided victory.

"We played very well tonight," Kansas State head coach Frank Martin said. "We played with a lot of energy and controlled the game from the start."

"We've been having a lot of success in recent games, and tonight we really executed the game plan," Martin added.

Kansas State made 41 of 63 field goals (65%) and 17 of 31 three-point attempts (55%). Texas made 26 of 58 field goals (45%) and 8 of 27 three-point attempts (30%).

Marbury led all scorers with 20 points, and Texas' J'Covan Brown scored 14 points in a losing effort.

The Wildcats dominated the game from the start, outscoring the Longhorns 50-34 in the first half. Kansas State shot 63% from the field in the first half and 55% in the second half.

"We played a great game defensively," Martin said. "We held Texas to 30% shooting from the field and forced them to shoot from the outside, which is what we wanted to do.

"We also made 17 three-pointers, which is a season-high for us," Martin added.

Kansas State now has won six in a row and is currently the No. 3 seed in the Big 12 Conference. The Wildcats will face Oklahoma State on Saturday night in Manhattan.

Texas, meanwhile, has lost three of its last four games and is now in sixth place in the Big 12.
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Douglass on comeback trail

The man who defeated Mike Tyson in the most shocking upset in boxing history is taking his fight back to his hometown of Burlington, Iowa.

Douglass, who knocked out the three-time heavyweight champion in the first round of their June 28 bout, said he is ready to return to his home state.

"I want to fight in front of my friends and family," Douglass said. "I want to show them that I can do it again.

The bout will be held at the 8,000-seat Burlington Memorial Civic Center, where Douglass went 8-0 in high school.

Douglass was scheduled to fight in Japan this weekend, but decided to come home because of the recent death of his grandmother.

"She was my rock," Douglass said. "She inspired me to keep fighting.

Douglass, who is 26 years old, is working on a comeback after being convicted of assault and battery in a 2004 shooting.

"I made a mistake," Douglass said. "I learned a lesson.

Despite being out of prison less than a year, Douglass is confident he can win.

"I'm ready to go," Douglass said. "I want to get back to fighting.

Douglass is 17-5-2, 30 KO, for a household name. A 42-1 underdog, Douglass pulled off the upset of the year by outpunching a 300-pound, 300-game hitter.

"I'm the underdog again," Douglass said. "I'm going to show them I can do it again.

Douglass, who is 5-foot-9 and 260 pounds, is looking for another shot at the world title.

"I want to prove myself," Douglass said. "I want to be remembered as a fighter who came back from adversity.

Douglass said he will not be able to attend the event in Burlington.

"I'm going to be there in spirit," Douglass said. "I'll be watching from the stands.

Douglass is looking to redemption, not redemption.

"I want to stay humble," Douglass said. "I want to be a good fighter.

Douglass said he has no plans to retire after this fight.

"I want to keep fighting," Douglass said. "I want to show people I can do it.

The event will be broadcast on ESPN.

Olympics may turn to gambling

Due to lack of sponsors, the IOC may use machines in Sydney.

Associated Press

The International Olympic Committee may use slot machines in Sydney as a way to raise money for the Olympic Games.

The IOC executive board decided on Friday that the IOC executive board decided that the IOC executive board may use slot machines in Sydney as a way to raise money for the Olympic Games.

The IOC executive board said that the IOC executive board may use slot machines in Sydney as a way to raise money for the Olympic Games.

The IOC executive board has been trying to come up with new ways to raise money for the Olympic Games.

"We have to find new ways to raise money," the IOC executive board said. "We can't rely on sponsors alone.

The IOC executive board said that it is considering using slot machines in Sydney as a way to raise money for the Olympic Games.
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SPORTS

SPORTS BRIEFS

Portland's Cato ordered to pay child support

Iowa State basketball player, Darrell Cato, was ordered to pay $6,000 per year in 1989 and $3,000 per year during a hearing in Fraser County District Court in December. 

Cato was named in a paternity suit filed by Iowa State County Court by Clayton D. S. in 1988. Clayton D. S. found the defendant that Cato was the father of his 1.5-year-old daughter and sought $6,000 a year for her upbringing. 

Cato challenged the paternity suit and had it dismissed. Clayton D. S. then appealed and Cato was ordered to pay $6,000 per year in 1989 and $3,000 per year in 1990. 

Two Iowa State freshmen named

Two Iowa State freshmen have been named to All America basketball teams. One of the Iowa State freshmen is 522 and the other is 52. 

Randy Good said, "I'm thrilled for our players. They've had a great season and I'm proud of them."

Academic Advising Center,Go to our Academic Advising Center, 1100 State Ave., to register for the spring semester. 

The Center is open from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday. 

THE DAILY IOWA CLASSIFIED AD BLANK

FOR ADVERTISERS:

The Daily Iowa will publish your ads to reach the campus community. Contact the Ad Office at 335-5784.

FOR CAMPUS COMMUNITY:

Classifieds
111 Communications Center • 335-5784
11 am deadline for new ads and cancellations

Classifieds
111 Communications Center • 335-5784

HELP WANTED

WE NEED: Dependable, Hard-Working, Drug-Free Individuals who want to give a FRESH START

Join our team of Professional Drivers—Come to Ryder, where "Safety is our Responsibility." If you are over 21 and want to work, get a job for you.

• No Experience Necessary
• Paid Training

Contact Rysse (888) 915-3065

Ryder

Student Transportation
1515 Wilcox Ct., 1100 State Ave., Iowa City 52246
(319) 354-3447

An EEO. Drug-free is a condition of employment with Ryder.

HELP WANTED

City of Iowa City
Seasonal Outdoor/Building Maintenance

City of Iowa City needs seasonal maintenance workers for its parks services. Positions are available in parks, forestry, streets/traffic engineering, and water distribution. 

$8.50 - $9.00 per hour, 30 positions available

We are currently accepting applications for ground maintenance in the following areas:

Central Business District
Parks/Forestry
Streets/Traffic Engineering
Water Distribution

Refuse

$8.50 per hour or $9.00 per hour for positions requiring a CDL. Most positions are full-time, schedules vary. Job Vacancy Notices containing job description are available. All positions require a valid driver's license and good driving record. 

Start dates vary from March, through May. Positions requiring a valid CDL, will require a pre-employment drug screen.

City of Iowa City Application form must be received, in Personnel, by 5 p.m., Friday, February 26, 1999. 419 E. Washington St., Iowa City, IA 52240-0989.

The City is an equal opportunity employer.

HELP WANTED

IOWA CITY COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

HELP WANTED

THREE UNIYVERSITY OF IOWA STUDENT MAJORS NEEDED

Students needed to stuff and deliver 13,000 campus mail bags, 10 day period. Must be available to work 9-11 a.m. Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Must be available to either work 9-11 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday or 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Monday and Wednesday. Must be able to work any day of any week. 

$6.50 per hour. Must be high school graduate or equivalent.

Contact: Brian Boyhan, Career Center, 1100 State Ave. 319) 335-5784.
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HELP WANTED

The Daily Iowan Carriers' Routes

The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.

Iowa City, Coralville area only

(319) 355-8703

For more information contact:

The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.

335-335-5784 or 335-5785

A Photo is Worth A Thousand Words

SELL YOUR CAR

30 DAYS FOR

$40 (photo and up to 15 words)

90W SATURN SLI

We’ll come out and take a photo of your car

Iowa City/Coralville area only

You ad will run for 30 days - for 60c

Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired

For more information contact:

335-335-5784 or 335-5785
A HIGH PORCH PICNIC:

The Salute to Coach Hayden Fry
Wednesday, March 10, 8 pm
Carver-Hawkeye Arena

You are invited to the celebration.
A limited number of reserved seat tickets priced at $15 each will go on sale Monday, February 22, at the Iowa Athletic Ticket Office in Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

Proceeds from this once-in-a-lifetime multi-media event support the Hayden Fry Football Captains Scholarship Fund at the UI Foundation.

For information call the UI Sports Marketing Office at 319 335-9431.

SCHEDULED TO APPEAR

Tom Arnold
Barry Alvarez
Bob Bowlsby
Bill Brashier
Frank Broyles
Mary Sue Coleman
John Cooper
Wayne Duke
Lavell Edwards
Bump Elliot
Kirk Ferentz
Jerry LeVias
Johnny Majors
Johnny Orr
Bo Schembecher
Bill Snyder
Grant Teaff
Jim Walden
George Wine
Hayden Fry

When he first arrived in Iowa City, the tall Texan gave us hope, enthusiasm and the TigerHawk. Then he taught us how to Hokey Pokey and sent us packin’ for far away places.

Next month, his friends will gather to honor the guy who scratched where it itched and reminded us that it truly is Great to be a Hawkeye!
Jo Ann Beard nearly graduated from the UI without a discrimination against the me, which would have been un

"She's one of the best writers I've ever had the good fortune to work with my 35 years here at the UI. She writes about her personal experiences with the extraordinary reader of detail and an equally impression of personal reflection on her experiences.

"Her essay 'God had a mother' deals with aspects of love, family and self-doubt. "You've heard of God's Mother", she said, "I want them to come to the show.""
Silverstone disses Hollywood

Alisa Silverstone (inset) can be tough. Yet less sexy.

NEW YORK — The life of a 15-year-old Hollywood movie star can be tough. And in the case of Alisa Silverstone, who stars in the new Tinseltown that opened Thursday, it can also be very funny.

"Ick!" Alisa Silverstone said last week as she frustratedly sat at the check-in counter at the New York City airport.

"It's a really tough life for people like me," she said. "You have to be really funny to be accepted as a Hollywood star."

But Alisa Silverstone, who plays a young girl in "Hideaway," mature, more like an artsy thinker than your usual Hollywood starlet, is not the usual Hollywood star's daughter in "Hideaway," mature, more like an artsy thinker than your usual Hollywood starlet.

"I wrote really crazy role. I was 15! But when I went as easy and painless, but you have to be really funny to be accepted as a Hollywood star."

Why do we teach people to be as me more

Lolita who fakes her own rape and flighty, you have to be really funny to be accepted as a Hollywood star.

"Why is THAT the No.

Ick!"

"Eewwww," Alisa Silverstone said last week as she frustratedly sat at the check-in counter at the New York City airport.

"It's a really tough life for people like me," she said. "You have to be really funny to be accepted as a Hollywood star."

But Alisa Silverstone, who plays a young girl in "Hideaway," mature, more like an artsy thinker than your usual Hollywood starlet, is not the usual Hollywood star's daughter in "Hideaway," mature, more like an artsy thinker than your usual Hollywood starlet.

"I wrote really crazy role. I was 15! But when I went as easy and painless,

"Make a lot! Quantity, not quality."

"I don't believe they're feeling things in there for my character. "That's why we teach people to be as me more funny than ever."
When Rita Williams, "ER," "Law & Order" and "Kramer vs. Kramer" star, "could be damn nasty." This week's "Animals on Earth" episode in which she's a lemur in a Manhattan bistro. Williams says she used to embrace the animal world with their wildlife photography. Her TV series, "Wild America," is turning out to be very different from his hellish "Renaissance Man," a "magical kind of watering hole," Martin says. "It's a whole new experience to look at the animals in this very sad place." She says the show's success, "a lemur character native only to Madagascar, as sensitized and peaceful as she is, was something of a miracle." Williams got involved in the project because she is "very moved" by the situation of lemurs, who are in danger of extinction.

"We like to talk about animals in a way they haven't really heard of," Chris says.

"I'm very, very happy to introduce kids to the world of animals," Martin says.
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New music definitely "ungagged"

A new age of music will be presented at Copp Cellar Hal Friday.

This is the music of the future.

—Lawrence Friend
US professor of composition and dean of the Electronic Music Study

Iowa City will be introduced Friday to a fresh and exciting variety of computer-generated and virtual performance styles.

Several concerts from IUP, previous performances and the next world is a fusion of the traditional and the electronic, a total musical concept put together by computer until they are indistinguishable.

"This is the music of the future," said Juan Francisco, PI professor of composition and director of the Electronic Music Study. "They are able to play compositions with the computer in the end it doesn't matter where they come from.

The concerts will have 3D compositions, each with a different look, in addition to the held Friday in Copp Cellar Hall at 8 p.m.

"This music may not be the first thing that comes to people's minds when they think of the UI, it has been a musical force for many students here. Some students have grown up to teach at such institutions as the University of Iowa and New York, and others have created their own software.

"We are able to take compositions, each with a different look, and create their own software."

The concerts will have 3D compositions, each with a different look, in addition to the held Friday in Copp Cellar Hall at 8 p.m.

"This music may not be the first thing that comes to people's minds when they think of the UI, it has been a musical force for many students here. Some students have grown up to teach at such institutions as the University of Iowa and New York, and others have created their own software."

Dr. William Friend will introduce the audience to the new concert hall.

"This is the music of the future."
Lauryn Hill announced she would like to lead the Grammy field.

Lauryn Hill envisions a new approach leading the Grammy field.

Shoshanna Lonstein buries herself in the fashion scene with a new collection.

Seinfeld

**NEW YORK** — This could be the year that critics and the Grammy Academy finally stop ogling Shoshanna Lonstein's nude dresses, for the 23-year-old designer is poised to have a big moment in New York. While her business hasn't come to a close, Lonstein has decided to focus on her拿手's strengths in the past year, allowing her to build a business she feels comfortable with. 

While her business hasn't come to a close, Lonstein has decided to focus on her拿手's strengths in the past year, allowing her to build a business she feels comfortable with.

Lonstein's business started with a nude dress for the actress Anna Mouglalis, who was a fan of Shoshanna's work. The dress was a hit, and Lonstein decided to continue with a line of nude dresses. The line has grown to include dresses for women, men, and children, and is designed to be worn with "Shapely" figures.

Lauryn Hill has officially confirmed her pregnancy with her manager, who confirmed the news on Monday.

"I'm happy to share with you that my man and I are expecting a baby," Hill said in a statement. "We are both overjoyed and cannot wait to welcome our little one into the world."
A blend of history and fantasy

Iowa

by Dorothy Hattie Sanders

Associated Press

Iowa's art has a long and storied history, beginning with the state's prehistoric inhabitants. Artistic expression has been a constant in the state's culture, from the rock art of the Missouri River Valley to the modern murals that adorn the walls of the Art Center of Iowa.

In the 19th century, the Arts Center of Iowa was founded, and its mission has been to promote the appreciation and understanding of the fine arts. The center's collection includes works by some of the state's most notable artists, including the Belgian landscape artist Gustave Moreau.

Moreau, who died in 1898 at age 72, was a prolific artist whose works now virtually fill a room at an art gallery in Paris. His works are impressive in their depiction of humans and animals.

Finally, in 1900, he saw his paintings of mythological and biblical stories come to life, and a tale about the iron and steel industry was born.

Today, Moreau's legacy is preserved by the Center for Fine Art in Paris, which is also the site of the Moreau's retrospective exhibition.

In conclusion, the Arts Center of Iowa serves as a reminder of Iowa's rich artistic heritage and the importance of maintaining a strong connection to the past through the arts.

Evelyn Watson
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